Intellectual Rigor

Goals: “high expectation, intellectual integrity...recruit...talented, motivated
students... transformative learning experiences...expand scholarly and research
capabilities”

Examples of initiatives of the past 3 years

Catalyst Project on integrative and interdisciplinary learning
Interdisciplinary approaches and programs expand
Committee on Integrity recs
Committee on Quality recs
Research projects in First Choice
Graduation Learning Outcomes

Strategic plan for Scholarly and Creative work
Expanding student research and professional travel awards
Fulltime director of ORSP hired
Workshops in departments on graduate education opportunities
McNair Program successful
Graduate School Week launched

What specific activities/programs need to be developed by 2011 to fulfill these strategic plan goals?

Engagement

Goals: “intellectual and experiential understanding of civic engagement...sense of community...broaden service mission...response to global emergencies”

Examples of initiatives of the past 3 years

Created Civic Engagement Coalition and hired coordinator
New partnerships at program and department levels
New partnerships at college level with community groups
More connections with alumni through newsletters and events
Active involvement by individuals in community

What specific activities/programs need to be developed by 2011 to fulfill these strategic plan goals?